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Gavin Newsom’s Failed Track Record
Asleep at the Wheel: Second New Campaign Site Launched This Week Will
Shine Light On Newsom’s Failures As Mayor and Lieutenant Governor

California -- A new website launched Wednesday will educate Californians on
Gavin Newsom’s failed record as Mayor of San Francisco and Lieutenant
Governor.

Gavin Newsom: Asleep at the Wheel will shine light on the various failures of
Newsom’s long track record as part of California’s elite political class.

The website, the second launched this week focused on educating Californians
on Newsom’s true background and failures, includes as its first feature former
Mayor Newsom’s once-heralded “Ten Year Plan to Eradicate Homeless” in San
Francisco during his tenure. According to the San Francisco Chronicle,

Newsom promised that “in 10 years…the worst of San Francisco’s homeless
problem would be gone.”
“Like many of Newsom’s lofty promises, the plan fell terribly short and left the
city reeling, spiraling deeper into homelessness and despair, to the extent that
residents now pass by homeless encampments and step over heroine needles
on the streets,” according to information on the new site. “In fact, the Chronicle
points to various, unacceptable failures 10 years after Newsom’s plan was
launched and $1.5 billion in taxpayer funding was spent, including:

•

“the homeless population hasn’t budged”

•

“The homeless population is up 3 percent since 2005”

•

“…that doesn’t include a new count of 914 unaccompanied children and
youths who don’t have anywhere to call home.”

•

“In one of the richest cities in the world, an estimated 2,200 public school
students lack permanent homes.”

Articles including A decade of homelessness: Thousands in S.F. remain in
crisis by The San Francisco Chronicle have only scratched the
surface. Additional information and substantive background regarding
Newsom’s failed tenure as a member of California’s political class will be
frequently added and featured on the new site.

Visit the site GavinNewsomAsleepAtTheWheel.com for updates.
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